COSM 1421: Salon Operations

A. COURSE DESCRIPTION

   Credits: 1
   Lecture Hours/Week: *.*
   Lab Hours/Week: 2
   OJT Hours/Week: *.*
   Prerequisites: None
   Corequisites: None
   MnTC Goals: None

   This course will prepare students with expired licenses with skills certification required by the Board of Cosmetology Examiners for re-licensure.

B. COURSE EFFECTIVE DATES: 04/24/1998 - Present

C. OUTLINE OF MAJOR CONTENT AREAS
D. LEARNING OUTCOMES (General)
1. Prepare to successfully complete practical exam related to Cosmetology.
2. Complete quota requirements
3. Demonstrate dependability
4. Demonstrate professionalism
5. Perform disinfection procedures
6. Perform safety procedures
7. Perform dispensary duties
8. Perform receptionist duties
9. Perform draping
10. Perform scientific brushing
11. Perform scalp massage
12. Perform scalp treatments
13. Perform shampooing
14. Perform reconditioning treatments
15. Perform finishing rinses
16. Perform pin curls
17. Perform finger waving
18. Perform blow styling
19. Perform curling iron styles
20. Construct basic roller comb-outs
21. Construct basic roller setting patterns
22. Construct French braids
23. Demonstrate basic hair shaping techniques
24. Perform hairsprings
25. Perform basic block permanent waves
26. Perform double halo permanent waves
27. Perform single halo permanent wave
28. Perform spiral permanent waves
29. Perform piggyback permanent waves
30. Perform directional wrap permanent waves
31. Perform advanced permanent waving techniques
32. Analyze color patterns
33. Apply permanent color
34. Apply semi-permanent color
35. Apply temporary color
36. Perform dimensional coloring procedures
37. Perform dimensional lightening techniques
38. Perform lightening procedures
39. Perform color stripping
40. Perform chemical relaxing
41. Perform hair pressing
42. Perform skin treatments
43. Perform make-up applications
44. Perform eyebrow arching
45. Complete hair removal treatments
46. Perform facial massage
47. Apply masks/packs
48. Perform manicures
49. Perform pedicures
50. Complete hand and arm massage
51. Perform theraffin waxing
52. Construct artificial nails
53. Repair split or broken nail

E. Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Goal Area(s) and Competencies
   None

F. LEARNER OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
   As noted on course syllabus

G. SPECIAL INFORMATION
   None noted